
Cocinare CICM-301 Krush Freezer Bowl (black) Ref: 6975652280121
Cocinare CICM-301 Krush Freezer Bowl (black)

Krush freezing cup for Cocinare CICM-301 (black)
The Krush freezing mug by Cocinare provides an insulated freezing system. The product is extremely handy and is made of high-grade
materials, such as stainless steel, so it is highly resistant. Keeping it clean will not give you any trouble, and the included bag allows you
to  enjoy  the  perfect  consistency  of  ice  cream even longer.  The product  is  compatible  with  the  Cocinare  CICM-301 cordless  ice  cream
maker.
 
Reliable cooling system
There's nothing better than the refreshing taste of ice cream on a hot day, and Cocinare's Krush Frosting Mug and the included bag allow
you to keep as much as 210g of ice cream cool and fresh for 5 hours, even on hot days when the temperature reaches 30°C. The product
uses more than 400 g of special cooling liquid, ensuring reliable freezing. Now you can relax on your holiday trip and always have your
favorite ice cream, sorbet or frozen yogurt on hand!
 
Solid workmanship
Cocinare's product is BPA-free and made of 304 stainless steel, as a result, it is extremely durable and corrosion-resistant. You can be
sure that it will serve you for a long time!
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Includes:
Freezing cup x1
Cooling bag x1
Manufacturer
Cocinare
Model
Freezer Bowl
Function
cooling
Cooling time
Up to 5 hours (at 30°C)
Material
304 stainless steel
Compatibility
Cocinare CICM-301 cordless ice cream machine
Color
black

Price:

€ 53.00

Small appliances, Blenders
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